A STRATEGY FRAMEWORK FOR JUST TRANSITION

**Extractive Economy**
- **WORLDVIEW:** Consumerism & Colonial Mindset
- **RECEORCES:** Extraction, Dig, Burn, Dump
- **WORK:** Exploitation
- **GOVERNANCE:** Militarism

**Living Economy**
- **WORLDVIEW:** Caring & Sacredness
- **RESOURCES:** Ecological & Social Well-being
- **WORK:** Cooperation
- **GOVERNANCE:** Deep Democracy

**VALUES FILTER**
- **THE WAY WE MOVE CAPITAL MUST:**
  - Shift economic control to communities
  - Democratize wealth and the workplace
  - Advance ecological restoration
  - Drive racial justice and social equity
  - Relocalize most production and consumption
  - Retain and restore cultures and traditions

**THE WAY WE MOVE**
- **CHANGE THE RULES**
- **DRAW DOWN MONEY AND POWER**
- **BUILD THE NEW SOLUTIONS THAT ARE VISIONARY AND OPPOSITIONAL**
- **STOP THE BAD SOLUTIONS THAT ARE VISIONARY AND OPPOSITIONAL**
- **DIVEST FROM THEIR POWER**
- **STARVE & STOP**
- **INVEST IN OUR POWER**
- **FEED & GROW**
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